LIP DUB SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Song: “I Wanna Dance With Somebody” – Whitney Houston

Creative Guidelines:

● Keep individual submissions short and simple. The average clip duration will be only 2-3 seconds, so if you create a complex skit that lasts an entire verse and chorus, there will be no way to fit it in the video! We encourage you to film several shorter videos and send them all in to have a greater chance of selection, with a maximum of three submissions.
● You are much more likely to be selected for the video if you choose a section of the song less likely to be chosen by others, such as a verse. Everyone always wants to do the chorus!
● Be as creative as you can possibly be. This isn’t an Interp round—props are not only allowed but encouraged! Just don’t put yourself or anyone else in danger.

Technical Guidelines:

● Film in a well-lit area with the best camera you can. For most people this will be your phone.
● Film in landscape orientation, not portrait! Turn that phone sideways unless it’s absolutely essential to the shot.
● Use a tripod or have a family member hold the camera for a more dynamic shot.
● Play the song in the background! This will help you stay in time with the music, plus we need to know what part of the song you’re dubbing so we can edit it with the right timings.

Submission Rules:

● Visit this link to fill out the video submission form and upload your videos.
● Maximum of three submissions.
● Deadline of June 1st.
● Do not break quarantine for the lip dub! Respect social distancing guidelines if you must include additional people in your submissions.